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Cumulocity is the leading Internet of Things (IoT) device management and application enablement platform. Cumulocity is used
by global brands, including Deutsche Telekom, Software AG and Gardner Denver, to power IoT solutions in manufacturing, fleet
management, consumer electronics and many more verticals.

Cumulocity’s headquarters is in Dusseldorf, Germany with regional offices in Boston, USA and Singapore. As a member of the
Software AG group (Frankfurt TecDAX: SOW), Cumulocity is supported by 1,800 consultants in 70 countries. It is fully aligned
with the Software AG Digital Business Platform and spearheads the exploitation of IoT in our customers’ digital transformations.

The Cumulocity IoT platform is a white-label product that allows IoT solutions to be built by end-users in minutes and freely
extended with open publicly documented application programme interfaces (APIs) and software development kits (SDKs). As a
result, Cumulocity is one of the most widely used IoT platforms in the market with customers including: Telstra, Telia Company,
Etisalat, NTT Communications, Teleena, QuarkIoE, Tieto, Sensor Technik Wiedemann, Octo, PayPal, E.On, Lyreco, Certuss, Winora
and Trackerando.

Company summary 

Cumulocity is an open IoT platform that allows users to develop IoT solutions in minutes and deploy them with carrier grade
security, reliability and scalability. Our mass customisable IoT platform incorporates device management, real-time analytics and
visualisation, which can be easily tailored via publicly documented APIs, an open user interface (UI) framework and open source
device apps. The platform is device, network and use case agnostic with more than 150 pre-integrated devices, connectivity
management platform integration and industrial fieldbus support.

As a horizontal platform, Cumulocity is used in a wide variety of solutions across all industry segments including: vehicle
monitoring, preventative maintenance, supply chain optimisation, consumer electronics, energy grid management, insurance,
building management, traffic monitoring, structural monitoring, logistics and mobile payments.

Cumulocity can be deployed across more than 160 global cloud data centres, on-premise, on-site or as a multi-layered hybrid. Our
active partner eco-system and 3,000 strong developer community ensure that our customers’ IoT initiatives are successful.

IoT platform offering 

• Full IoT solution platform with connectivity management adapters, device connectors, device management, real-time 
analytics, visualisation, application hosting and integration.

• Power user focus allows office IT skilled end-users to build their own IoT solutions in minutes.
• IoT domain model enables device establishment on connection, automatic management of changes and device abstraction in 

applications.
• Open, publicly documented and extensible through plug-ins, APIs and hosted applications which means that there is no 

vendor lock-in and a 3,000 strong developer community available for support.
• White-label product, rebrandable and fully industrialised with advanced automation processes which ensure that customer 

and end-customer branded IoT solutions can be developed and maintained with ease.
• Carrier grade for security, reliability and scalability with flexible deployment across geo-distributed cloud, on-premise, on-site 

and multi-layered hybrids with high availability options. We are regularly assessed against the stringent security and operational 
regulations of our many telecommunication operator customers.

Key differentiators 

sales@cumulocity.com
www.cumulocity.com

Contact Information
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Rising consumerisation, regulatory constriction
and increasing global competition are driving
economic change. Organisations must learn to
grow, reduce risks and simplify their operational
practices with alarming speed to avoid
disruptions to their businesses. As organisations
face change, they are proactively choosing to
digitise their products and assets to exploit
new opportunities and take advantage of
operational efficiencies.

Companies like Gardner Denver have harnessed
innovation in their businesses to take advantage
of the connected, digital future. By embedding
technology in its solutions, Gardner Denver is
able to redefine the relationship between itself, its
partners and its customers. The company is no
longer strictly reliant on product-based sales and
has used Internet of Things (IoT) technology to
innovate and diversify. 

The Cumulocity IoT platform allows Gardner
Denver’s business-to-business customers to
rapidly, efficiently and securely improve the
reliability of equipment, co-innovate with new
customer offerings and create long-term
relationships between partners in its ecosystem.
Businesses are changing their strategies and
technologies to be ahead of the disruptions they
are facing. 

About Gardner Denver
Gardner Denver is a leading, global provider of
high-quality industrial equipment, technologies

and services to a broad and diverse customer
base through a family of highly recognised
brands. The company was founded in 1859 and
has 40 manufacturing facilities located in the
Americas, EMEA, and Asia Pacific with offices in
32 different countries. With an extensive network
of dedicated sales companies and distributors,
Gardner Denver offers global expertise with truly
local service capability, ensuring their advanced
technologies are backed up with full support.

Improved machinery performance
Gardner Denver’s customers rely on the
continuous operation of their industrial
equipment. Eliminating downtime is the ultimate
goal for industrial equipment and Gardner Denver
partners and customers take pride in the quality
and performance of their equipment. So Gardner
Denver wanted to find a cost-effective way to
increase machine quality and reduce downtime. 
Gardner Denver sells its equipment through a
strong, global set of partners and distributors, so
it needed a way to capture operational
information from its machinery and provide it to
the organisations best placed to support its
customers. Each partner and distributor takes
pride in, and ownership of, its customers, so
having a solution that is secure and unique to
each partner and distributor is very important.

Gardner Denver adopts the
Cumulocity IoT Platform
Gardner Denver adopted and configured the
Cumulocity IoT Platform to provide condition

CASE STUDY

▼

Gardner Denver performs condition monitoring on its industrial air compressors to give customers remote
visibility of operation and to allow proactive servicing. The company turned to Cumulocity to provide an
IoT platform to enable it to innovate and diversify from selling products to selling services

Compressed air assured with
Cumulocity IoT platform
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monitoring for its highly important industrial air
compressor business. Gardner Denver chose air
compressors as a first deployment for the
Cumulocity platform because of the need for a
secure, unique IoT platform for the distributors
and service partners for each of its 16 brands.
This IoT solution provides Gardner Denver with
real-time monitoring of various operational
parameters on its air compressors; real-time
detection of fault situations; online storage and
on-demand distribution to the correct Gardner
Denver service partner; remote configuration of
the industrial air compressors; and customised
management, operational and technical
dashboards. And equally important, each
Cumulocity IoT Platform is fully rebranded for
each Gardner Denver brand, providing a uniquely
branded customer experience that distributors
and service partners can offer.

Results
Cumulocity’s IoT Platform allows Gardner Denver
to successfully offer its IoT-powered condition
monitoring service to its global customers
through its extensive network of distribution and
service partners. Proactively monitoring
equipment, identifying faults and sharing that
information in real-time with partners increases
the value that these distribution and service
partners can offer to their customers. 

End-customer benefits of an IoT-powered
Gardner Denver air compressor include:

• Equipment downtime minimised: Proactive 
monitoring increases equipment reliability 
which improves operational efficiencies of 
customer organisations.

• Reduce time for servicing: Information about 
the detected faults, that couldn’t be resolved 
remotely, are used to prepare service engineers 

and proactively source space parts.

• Remote usage visibility: Real-time visibility of 
operating statistics provides a transparent view 
of the customer organisations’ needs and 
possible requirements for early equipment 
replacements.

• Extensible for additional equipment: Future-
proofed and can be used with any additional 
equipment and for customer specific 
requirements.

Key benefits to Gardner Denver of using the
Cumulocity IoT platform include:

• Very fast time to market: Adoption of the fully 
customisable, tailor-made Cumulocity software 
allowed the Gardner Denver condition 
monitoring service to be available in weeks. 

• Multi-brand and multi-partner support: The 
flexible Cumulocity IoT Platform provides 
sophisticated user-access controls that align to 
the eco-system of distributors and service 
partners for each of Gardner Denver’s many 
compressor brands.

• Cost-effective pricing model: The usage-
based monthly Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 
fee grows with customer additions. And set-up 
fees were fully transparent.

Sia Abbaszadeh, the vice president of global
marketing and technology at Gardner Denver,
describes the value that the company has found
from its IoT solution. “Cumulocity allows us to
provide a uniquely branded, secure IoT platform
monitoring solution to each of our compressor
distributors and service partners,” he says. “This
allows them to offer a high-quality, real-time
monitoring solution to their customers.” www.cumulocity.com

Cumulocity’s IoT
Platform allows
Gardner Denver to
successfully offer its
IoT-powered
condition monitoring
service to its global
customers through its
extensive network of
distribution and
service partners

Air compressor operation is displayed on dashboards
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